
AMERICAN COMPRESSOR COMPANY 
Santa Fe Springs, California 

Since 1961 we have provided industrial air 
compressors, rotary positive blowers and high 
pressure air and gas compressors all over the 
world from our facility in California. 

Track One: We are the Kaeser Compressor 
Distributor for Los Angeles County and proud to 
offer the most energy efficient rotary screw 
available. Conserving energy is important in 
California and especially to companies in 
constant operation.  

Reliable and efficient compressors are one of 
the most vital components in every industry. 
Kaeser Compressors are also very quiet, from 
69 to 79 db(A) with Kaeser Supersound options. 

Track Three: Industrial air compressors are 
divided into two pressure classifications; 
standard compressors or shop-air (100 – 150 
psi) and high pressure (250 psi and above). 

Providing high pressure compressors for air and 
gas applications since the 1960’s, American 
Compressor Company has developed and 
manufactures the Universal HIGHPACK.  

  

The name Universal HIGHPACK comes from 
HPAC, meaning High Pressure Air Compressor 
and Universal, meaning air or gas service.  
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We provide Kaeser Certified PM Service and a 
complete line of Kaeser parts. Our showroom 
and warehouse includes compressors from 5 
HP to 100 HP (up to 335 HP available). We also 
have a test bay for comprehensive power, flow 
and efficiency measurements.  

Track Two: We are also the Roots Blower 
Distributor, Roots Warehouse, service and 
packaging center. Our blower department is 
equipped to service all rotary positive blower 
sizes.  

  

American's Universal HIGHPACK offers the 
most utility available for its size. With air or gas 
from 90 cfm at 3500 psig or 75 cfm at 6000 psig, 
our package is only 98" x 72" x 58" and weighs 
5700 lbs.  

We start with the most reliable, efficient and 
highest capacity compressors available and add 
TEFC drive motors, intercoolers, aftercoolers 
and condensate drains.  

The HIGHPACK also includes a structural steel 
machine base, safety controls, a high pressure 
receivers and purification systems. All this and 
Allen Bradley based PLC controllers for easy 
and safe operation.  

American’s Universal HIGHPACK is becoming a 
leader in aerospace, military and other specified 
applications where the lack of pressure or flow 
can be unacceptable or even dangerous.  

As important as getting more air at higher 
pressures can be to these industries, building a 
permanent HPAC system is not usually 
necessary or within a defined budget. Our rental 
fleet, in growing numbers, has become an 
integral part of many important projects.  

Please give us a call or come and visit our 
showroom for a demonstration. We love to talk 
compressors and blowers.  
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California, Rotary Screw Compressors Kaeser offers a complete range of rotary screw air compressors to meet virtually any compressed air requirements. Kaeser's proprietary Sigma™ Profile airend produces more air per horsepower, saving up to 
20% in energy costs. A powder-coated sound-dampening enclosure with cabinet prefilter is standard on most models. Anti-vibration pads eliminate the need for a special foundation and provide quiet, smooth operation. Each Kaeser compressor over 
7.5 hp now comes standard with the revolutionary Sigma-Control™ system. All of our compressors also meet or exceed EPACT efficiency ratings! Choose from models ranging in size from 3 to 600 hp and 5 to 3,308 cfm, with pressures up to 205 
psig. All units are fully packaged, ready for hook-up. Reciprocating Compressors, Kaeser also offers reciprocating booster compressors with pressures to 650 psig, as well as a quality line of oil-free compressors. Designed and manufactured to the 
same stringent quality standards as our rotary screw compressors, these units allow maximum efficiency and flexibility in your air system. Whether you need to boost your air pressure for a PET bottling, or provide instrument quality air for a dental 
office, Kaeser has the right product for the job. Rotary Screw Vacuum Packages Kaeser's rotary screw vacuum packages are designed and engineered for optimum efficiency and lower energy costs over the life of the equipment. These units feature 
our proprietary Sigma Profile airend and Sigma Control system. Ideally suited for various healthcare and pharmeceutical applications, Kaeser vacuum packages provide a maximum vacuum of 99.9% and are available in a range of sizes. Rotary Lobe 
Blowers Kaeser Omega rotary lobe blowers are designed for continuous service and built with superior engineering technology to ensure reliability, long life and efficient performance. Our proprietary rotor profile allows for closer machining 
tolerances that result in minimized losses and energy conservation. Omega blowers are available in two-lobe and tri-lobe models, and our industry leading packages designs can be custom-built for a variety of applications such as pneumatic 
conveying, waste water treatment, aeration and soil remediation. Portable Compressors Mobilair™ compressors from Kaeser are designed to withstand years of use in tough field operations. They feature the power-saving, proprietary Sigma™ Profile 
airend and a heavy-duty industrial diesel engine. Ideally suited for use in heavy-duty construction and repair applications, as well as the rental industry.  

At American Compressor Company, Roots, 
Stokes, Leybold, M-D, Sutorbilt, Duroflow, 
Holmes, Kaeser-Omega rotary positive blowers, 
gas blowers and high vacuum boosters are 
serviced and packaged by our Roots Certified 
Technicians here in our fully equipped service 
facility.  

10144 Freeman Avenue, Santa Fe Springs, California 90670 
Toll Free: (800) 955-6188 Phone: (562) 944-6188 Fax (562) 925-7163 

Email: info@americancompressor.com  
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